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I. "'Tat is mari ia!,e'
TI. I arriage among the ancients.
III. ",fhat constitutes a valid marriage in the different
states of the United States?
IV. The pre-requisites of a marriage not void, voidable, or
capable of dissolution by w~iat, in some of the states, is
termed "divorce" although granted for (,auses existing at the
time of marriare. 16.
V. The solemnization of marriage, and how evidenced.
VI. In what states are illigitimate children made legitimate
by future. int~rmarria'e of their parents.
VII. The Irincipal points upon which the marriage laws of the
several states come in conflict, and when the law of the
place of contract is hold to govern.
P'R1DY.
INTRODTCTn RY---TIT CfITFI TT.
The conflict of laws, or Trivate international law, is a
branch of the law that was in a great measure unknown to
antiquity, and is the slow growth of modern times under the
combined influence of Christianity and Commerce.
There is no record of any system of private international
law existing during the time of the Romans. Questions of
this nature were dticided by the analogies of the municipal
code, or were abandoned to their fate ao belonging to that
large class of imperfect rights which rested wholly on person-
al confidence, and was left without any appeal to remedial
justice. After the conquest of Rome by the Northern tribes,
and their settlement in its territories, there gradually grew
up a system of rules which goverened the subjects of those
states in their intercourse with each other. This growth
was very slow at first; but the increase of commerce, the dis-
covery of America, and the increa3se of the facilities for the
intercourse of the citizens of the different countries caused
its rapid development. There was, however, at the time of
the adoption of the constitution of' the United States, no work
in the Fnglish language which treated, even incidentally, of
this subject. Put lit*le was known of the fine arguments and
abstract distinctions of Continental jurists. Perhaps to
these facts is due, in part, the lack of constitutional pro-
visions to obviate the inconveniences and difficulties sure
to arise from the conflict of the different systems of State
laws in such a union as the United States. Put even if the
framers of the Constitution had realized the importance of the
conflict of State laws and the evils likely to ari ie therefrom
they might not have been able to provide a uniform law, o%,,ing'
to the great dread of centralizing forces.
Judge Story published the first work in our language upon
this important subject of the conflict of laws, in 18,54.
ire had at the time but few works upon the subject that could
help him; nevertheless, he covered it quite thoroughly, and
deserves, as he has received, a great deal of credit for his
work. In it he has laid down certain maxims which consti-
tute the basis, upon which all reasonings upon the subject
must necessaril, rest, and which mirht be proper to -ive here,
so as to lead to a proper understanding of the subject.
"Maxim 1. Fvery nation possesses an exclusive sovereignty
and jurisdiction within its own territory."
"Maxim 2. No state or nation can, by its laws, directly
affect or bind property out of its own territory, or bind per-
sons not resident therein, whether they are natural born sub-
jects or others. (2)"
"Maxim 3. Whatever force and obligation the laws of one
country have in another, depend solely upon the laws and mu-
nicipal rei-ulations of the latter; that is to say, upon its
own proper jurisprudence and polity, and upon its own express
or tacit consent". (l)Story's Conflict of Laws, Sec. 18
(2). Story's C. of L. 3rd 'd. Sec. 2n
(3). Story's C. of L. 3rd Ed. Sec. 23.
It would be well to ke - these maxims in view when we come to
the discussion of the marriame laws of the diffeient states.
Since the time of Judge Story, the subject of the con-
flict of laws has greatly increased in importance, and sever-
al eminent writers have written treatises on the subject.
Ir. Wharton published his work in 1872. It is a large book,
and covers quite thoroughly the changes that have taken place
since the first publication of Judge Story's work.
ITpon certaii,, definitely prescribed subjects, the Con-
stitution of the United States has provided against any con-
flict of state laws, by rivin7 to Congress the exclusive
right to legislate uron those subjects. Put if this is true
of certain laws, it is certainly not true of the laws of
marriage. In this case the States are sovereign.
As a result of this fact, there is a lamentable conflict of
State laws upon this important branch of our jurisprudence.
I say im, ortant branch, because all writers on private inter-
national laws riv a prominent place to the disc-ssion of
the laws of marriage. Judge Story devotes one hundred and
three pares of his work to the disc-dssion of those laws; and
;'r. "Tharton gives them nearly as many. The evils that
rrow out of such a conflict were great enough in Judge "tory's
time, but what must they be now, when the number of states
has increased from 25 to .58, and the number of inhabitants
have more than doubled. Together with this increase of th-
number of states, and of their inhabitants, has gone the in-
crease of facilities for intercommunication, and the ease
with which parties, forbidden to marry by the laws of their
own states, can go into another state and contract a valid
marriage. Thus the cases in which 1he marriage laws of the
different states come in conflict are multiplied several 2
times. So now, if a citizen of ilassachusetts traveled from
Boston to Paltimore with his wifm, in the space of twelve
hours, he would pass through a half dozen states in which as
many differn- systems of law would g-overn the marriage re-
lat ion.
It is impossible to overlook the evil that must, in a
country like ours, result from the conflict of the 1: ws which
govern a relation of such vital irportance to societ, and the
state as marria -e.
Having spoken of tie o'ripin and growth of the subjec,
of the confliot of lrws, the importance of marriage as a to,,-
ic considered under that head, and of the ever-increasing
evils that result from such a conflict, it will now be the
object of the writer to rive, in a brief way, a comparative
viewV of the marriage laws of the thirty eight states, show-
inv where they come in conflict, and at the end to offer a
few suggestions as to the remedy.
MARPTATGF.
7'hile realizing the fact that th] discussion of what
marriage is, the nature of the relation, and the way in which
it was entered into by the Yebrews, 'rreeks, and Pomans, is
foreign to the nature and rurpos of this thesis, still, it
may not b,2 improl-er to touch these points briefly as leading
to a better understanding of the subject.
I. Marriage is generally defined as a contract, which like
other contracts, requires, first, that the parties be willing
to contr'act; second, able to contract; and third, do contract
in the proper forms, as required by the law of the place
whcre the contract is entered into. But two of these three
are different in the case of marriage from what they are in
any other contract. To be able to dontract, the parties
must be of the opposite sex. This is a requirement not
essential to any other contract. If either of the parties
suffer from certain legal or -hysical disabilities, they
cannot contract a valid marriage. As a general rule,
marriage requires more formalities in entering into the re-
lation, than are required by other contracts. Then again,
while mutual consent will dissolve any other contract, if the
parties have entered into a valid marriage, nothing but
death or the law will free therri from it.
On the whole, marriage must b_ conside'ed as an insti-
tution of society, commencing with the race and attending man
in all periods and in all countries of his existance.
It is the most important of all human transactions, and goes
to the very basis of the whole fabric of civilized socirty.
y the one term marriage is meant both the contract by which
the parties enter into the relation, and afterwards, the
relation itself.
laving spoken of what is meant by marriage, we will
now, in a brief way, give an account of it as it existed
among the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans; those three nations
to one or another of which we owe our religion and )ost of
the leading elements of our civilization.
II. (A) Marriage, or at least the ideal of it, as found
in the fix'st records of theD Hebrews, is a peculiarly beauti-
ful one. "For this cause shall a man leave his father and
mother and cleave unto his wife, and they twain shall be of
one flesh". The union in t i , is that of one man
with one woman)and polygamy, in this case, is inconceiveable.
It was also probably a union for life; for how could anything
but death seperate two persons so closely united? :ut as
the Jews increased in numbers and wealth, divorces 'rew more
frequent, and in some cases, even polyramy was permitted
amenr the wealthier classes.
Marriage 1 e- an with th(e betrothal; but no covenant or
formality is known to have existed. Tt was probably quite
informal and primati,,e; but yet permeated with a religioi-
spirit, and placed under the especial protection of a cove-
nant-ke 'rinr God.
(P). arriare among, the Greeks was simple and sever-. at first
but it became degraded as they advanced to the acme of refine-
,ent. Betrothal was universal in legitimate marriages,
both in Sparta and in Athens. In Sparta, after betrothal,
marriage was usually consummated by a kind of a mock robbery.
In both States a dower regularly, but not necessarily, went
with the bride.
The ('reeks, in the palmy days of Athens, placed a very
In Sparta
low estimate upon marriage. It was repuitable, and custo-
mary for men to give over their wives to their friends; while
l( I,
in Athens the Iletaera took the place of the wife.
So much for marriage as it existed. among the Greeks.
(C). The Romans started with the same elevated views of mar-
riage as were at first held by the Hebrews and Gr.eks.
HTaving much of the moral and religious in their character,
they maintained these views for a long time. But toward
the end of the Republic, the respect for the marriage tie had
reached a very low ebb, and societ/ ceased to frown upon
concubinage and adultery.
The earliest forms of the Roman marriage was for th e
wife a passing out of her natural family into the family of
her husband, whose control was nearly the same as that of
hat father or grand-father. She was then s ii to be in
his hand, and the marital power was known as -,}e manus.
There were three forms known, in early Roman times, by which
the manus was acquired by the husband. The oldest of them,
confarreation, which was exclusively patrician, was celebra-
ted with special formalities by public priests in some sacred
place, before witnesses, and the manus was acquired by the
Sol emni zat i on.
Th e tw;o[ ers arose in plebian life. nf these,uses
was probably the earlier, a kind of prescription in which,
when the bride after the betrothal and nuptials had cohabited
with her husband a year, aithout absence of three successive
nir-hts, the manus, ormaritc& power was fully secured.
The remaining form, Coemption, was a kind of fictitious
sale, much like that used in adoption and emancipation; and
in this case the daughter's consent was necessary. At an
early date a free kind of marriage came into vogue. Tt was
-receeded by betrothal and nuptials with reli-ious ceremony.
In this case there was no manus; the husband had no rights
over thle wife except her dower. t'ventually, this last
form o1' marriage be(came the most ropular.
jTrc will next consider what constitutes a valid marriage
in the several States.
III. (A). Marriage, according to the common law of the UTnited
States, is a civil contract which only requires the present
consent of the parties. This was for a longrtime doubted;
and in an early case, the Supreme Court was equally divided
upon the subject(l). 7ut since then, the same court has
decided that in the absence of statutory provisions contain-
ing express words of nullity, a marriage by mere consent is
valid(2). The courts of England have held, however, that
such a contract of mere consent will not constitutelvalid
marriage(.). It is not surprising that there should be a
conflict of State laws upon the effect of a mere present
consent to marry, considering the great diversity of opinion
that has existed upon the subject. Probably the best way
of showing this difference would be to give a cornparative
view of the statutes of the different states upon this point
(1). Jewell's Tessee vs. Jewell, How. 219.
(2). Meister vs. Moore, 96 P.S., 76.
(3). Regina vs. M1ills, V) Cl. & F. 6.34.
citing such cases as are at hand.
(a). In at least fifte,,n states, all that is required to
make a contract oe marriage binding, when there is a mere
present consent of the parties, is that they shall be caopa-
ble in law of contracting(l).
In the states mentioned under note (1), there ire express
statutory p rovisions holding that a contract of present con-
sent to marry, constitutes a valid marriafe. In other
states the same has been decided by he courts, while again,
in some states, it is improssible to tell what is the rule; but
where there is doubt, the decision in Meister vs. Noore will
probably prevail. By the statutes of some of the states
there are either express statutory rrovisions holding such
marriages invalid, or their courts require a conformance with
their directory statutes, though no words of nullity may be
therein contained.
(1). 7T.Y.R.S., LkEd. p. 22:21 Sec. 1, 7adger vs. Padger
88 :T.Y. 546; Hun 272, 82 -. Y. 41; Ind. R.S. sec. 5324;
Mich. How. A. Stat. sec.6n21; Hutchins vs. Yinnell, 31 "ich.
126; Wis. R.S sec. 2328; 1 Wis. 209; Io. R.C. sec. 2185; 11inn.
G.S. Art. 61, sec.1; Neb. C.3. p. 1 C. 52 sec.l; Mo. R.S. of
1879 sec. 3264, U.S. vs. Route 33 Fed. Rep. 246; 63 o. 391;
Ark. Mansfield's Digest of T1. sec. 4590; Cal. C. sec. 5055;
Sharon vs. Sharon 16 .'345; 52 Col. 5 68; Ore. G.L. Art. 34sec.l;
Nev. C.T,. of 1873 sec. 195; Col. G.S. sec. 2247; Tia. P. Cir.a
sec. 86.
(b). The courts of five stat,s have deuiderl that a rnarria7e
to b- valid, must be solemnized by a minister or magistrate,
or in some society authorized by 1iw to perform the ceremony.
If the contracting parties belon to some particular or pe-
culiar sect, then the marriare must be solemnized in accor-
dance with the rules of' that sect(l).
(c). Firnht of the states see m to be in doubt whether to fol-
low the common law rule or not. in Texas, the civil law
will probably govern the case and decide between the parties,
a mere contracl, a marriar'e ii' such was their intention.
Florida, Virginia, South Carolina, and 7ew Hampshire, and
Rhode island seem to hold a contract made under the same con-
ditions as those stated in the Texas rule to be a marriage(O).
(d). W7e now come to the last class, where a marriare is not
valid unless entered into in accordance with the express law
of each state(4).
(1). Ala. Campbell vs. Gulatt, 43 Ala 57; Ga., Askew vs.
Dupree, 30 Ga. 173; Ill. Port vs. Port, 70 Ill. 4R4; Miss.
Floyd vs. Calvert, 53 Miss. 37; Ohio, Carmichael vs. The State
12 Ohio St., 553.
(2). Londonderry vs. Chester 2 N.H. 268; Dumbarton vs. Frank-
lin, 19 2.. 57; Peck vs. Peck, 12 R.I. 485; S.C. 2 ,.-r. 130
While Vermont and I7ew Jersey probably hold the other way.
(33orthfield vs. Plymouth, 2n Vt. 582; Pearson vs. Y-owey, 6 Halt
12.
(4). Mass. Commonwealth vs. Munson, 127 Mass. 459; Con. , .S.
secs. 2786-9; Penn. Band P's Di. Sup. p. 2234; Del. Code
C. 74 sec.2 ; Md. Denison vs. Denison 35 11d. 361; N.C. State
vs. Samuel, 2 Div. and Bat. 177; Battles Riv. C. 69 see.3
Remainder of note on next page.
So much for the effect of a met,, present consent to
marry; but before leavin7 this subject it might be well to
refer to the fact, that in some states, and for a particular
class of persons, a,,'ts have been passed recornizing as valid,
marriages constituted by mere "agreement to cohabit and o(;cu-
py the relation of husband and wife".
At the close of the Civil war, the statutes in many of th
the Southers States were changed, so as to make valid certain
void marriages of colored people. It will not be best to
speak of those statutes here but citations to them may be
found in Stimson's American Statute Law, p. 662.
MIarriages in many of the states are held valid even thouh
they are not solemnized in accordance with the statutory
provision upon the subject, but the parties are punished by
a fine for marrying contrary to law; or the minister or mag-
istrate is punished in a like manner for officiating. A
question that also arises in this connection is as to mar-
riage "per verba de futuro cum copula". "hile such mar-
riaes are generally 'sustained, where those' of "per verba de
presenti" would be sustaine still, the point necessary to
Tenn. Bashaw-vs. State, 1 Yerr. 179; Yy. 'en. Stat. C 52,
Art. 1 2 S.W. 459, sec. 2; '7.V. 3 S. 7'. 36; Ne. State vs.
iod-skins, 19 Me. 155
sustain such a marriare is T'roof of yresent consent.
Those marriages, togethr with those which requir proof of
cohabitation for a certain length of time, and an intention
to form a marriage contract, come properly under the depart-
ment of evidence, and will not be discussed here.
IV. (A) Passing to the next topic, the first pre-rrequisite of
a valid marriage is that the parties shall be of sufficient
age to rive their consent. Marriages, when one or both the
parties are under age, are divided into two elasses: first,
those that are void; second, those that arc voidable only.
In some states, it is impossible to tell from the wording of
the statutes whether such marriages ar void or voidable.
The statutes of 'innesota, M[orth Carolina, Kentucky, Michigan,
Virginia and Massachusetts in one place say that marriages
contracted before the one or both the parties reach a suffi-
cient age of consent are void without process; or, words to
that effect; while in another place they provide for the way
in which these marriages can be avoided. In North Carolina,
Arkansas, and Texas, where the parties are under the age of
consent, marriages appear to be null and void. (1)
Texas R.S. sec. 2839; Ark. ,i's Dig. q. sec. 4591
In the remainder of the states, it seem- to be the law
that such marriages are voidable. In some states this rule
is especially provided for by statute, in others it is derived
from the common law. Put in most of them, if the partie-
cohabit as man and wife after they are of sufficient age, what
was before a voidabl, marriare, will them be held to be a
valid one.
(a). The common law rule as to the age of consent is expres-
sed by statute in five states.(I) In many others, there
are no statutes on the subject; and the same rule prevails
Viz: 14 years of age in males and 12 years in females.
(b) Three other sta tes make the af- +f consent 16 in the male and
14 in the female(M). 7'hile again in four states, the age
required is 17 in the male ancd 14in the female(3).
(c). Four more st-3tes make the ages 18 and 15 (4.
(d). In '-ew York the age of' consent is 18 in the male and
16 in the female(5).
(1). N.h. C. 180 sec. 14; Va. C. C. 105 sec. 3; 1.V., R.S
c. (69 sec. 2; Yy. C.S. c. 52 sec. 12; La., R. Civ. (. sec.92.
(2) Io. P.C. sec. 2186; N.C., C. of 1883, secs. 108.3, 1089;
Tex. R.S. sec. 2839.
(3) Ill. S. C. 83 sec.3; Ark., M's Dir. S. sec. 4591; a.
Code see. 1699; Ala. Code sec. 2672.
(4) "Yis. P.S. sec. 2329; Jinn. G.S. Art. 61 sec.2; Ore.,
G.1,. Art. 34 sec. 1.
(5). Session Laws of 1887 Chap. 24.
In Nevada, males under- twenty one, and females under
eighteen, must first obtain the consent of their fathers,
mothers, or guardians . The same rule holds good for fe-
males under sixteen in Naryland. In Stimson's A.S.T,. seCs.
6132 and 6134, references will be found to statutes in many s-
states forbidding the clerk or magistrate to issue a certif-
icate to a male or female under are, or for a minister or-
magistrate to marry parties without first ascertaining wheth-
they are of sufficient age, and capable of contracting a ma:-
riare.
(B) The next requisite of a valid marriage, is that the
parties should not be within a forbidden de~re of consan-
guinity, and in some cases of' affinity.
There is a serious conflict of the laws of the different
states upon this subject, which we will discuss when we come
to the effect of the "lex loci contractus". Although it is
often hard to tell from reading the statutes of t-he several
states whether an intended marriage entered into by parties
within a forbidden derroe of relationshir is void or voidable,
still, it is reasonably certain that the common law rule,
making such marriages voidable, has been adopted in seven
states (1).
(1) !e., P.S. l883, Chap. 60, sec.1; Pa., Brit. P. Dig. p.
612 sec. 2; Mich., Tlow. A. Stat. sec. 6223; Ala., Code, sec.
2670; Va. Code Chap. 105, sec.1; " .Va., R.S. Chap. 69 sec.l.
The statutes of four ,miore statfoE: hold such marriages void
only if they are solemnized in the state(l). assachusetts
holds the marriage void if contracted within the state, but
voidable if the parties have been married i-n another state(2).
In the other states, such marriages arc probably void, no
matter where contracted, but the statutes of Maryland and
Mississippi seem to make some provision for annlling them,
although in another place they declare marriages between par-
ties too closely related to be absolutely void(3). The
great trouble in many states in that they rarely draw the
distinction properly between void marriages(those which are
absolutely void, ab inito, at all times and as between any
parties, ) and voidable marriages(those which can be annulled
by the parties,but which may be valid until annulled).
Having spoken of the fact that in nearly all the states
marriages between near relations are either void or voidable,
we will now ive a comparative view of the statutes of the
several states, and show, between what degrees of relation-
ship, such marriages are prohibited in them.
(3). Md., Code Art. 51sec. 12; Miss., Code, 176G.(1). . (.S. Chap. 182, sec.l; "is., R.S. sec. 2349;
Minn., G.S. Art. 61, sec.3; Ore., Civ. C. sec. 486.
(2) Mass. Public Statutes 1882 Chap. 145 sec.7.
(a). In New York, all marriages between persons lineally con-
nected, brothers and sisters, either of the half or whole
blood, legitimate, or illifritimate, are prohibited and de-
clared by the statutes to be absolutely null and void(l).
New York is the only state that permits a valid marriage be-
tween an uncle and a neice, or an aunt and nephew, to be
solemnized within its jurisdiction.
(b). Twenty two states hold that all marriages between blood
relatives,not lineally connected, or not connected as brother
and sister, uncle and neice, or aunt and nephew shall be
valid(l). But sixteen of them, in some cases, prohibit
marriage where the parties are related by affinity. In Con-
necticut, a man may not marry his father's widow, nor a woman
her mother's husband; and inversely, a man may not marry his
wife's daughter, nor a woman, her husband's son(2). In the
other fifteen states, the rule is extended so as to include
grand-parents and grand-children(3).
N4. Y., R.S. 7 Ed. p/ 2 chap. 8 Tit.l sec. 3.
(1). Mass., R.S. Chap. 180, secs. l&2; 1"Me., R.S. chap.59 sec.
1; Vt., Rev. Laws secs. 2306 and 7; R.I., Pub. T. chap.163,
secs. 1 and2; Ct., G.S. Title 14, chap. 1, sec. 1; N.J., P.S
Marriages, sec. 1; Pa., B.P. Dig. sec. 54; Mich. ,.L.
secs. 6211&6212; To., Code sec. 4030; ileb. C.L. Part 1 chap.
52, sec.3; Md., P.C. Art. 51, secs. l&2; Va., Code, chap.
104, secs. 9&10; 7. Va., R.S. chap. 121, secs. 9&10; Tenn.,
M.&V's Code sec. 3290; Mo. R.S. sec. 3265; Tex., P.C. secs.
330&l1; Cal. Code, secs. 5059; Col. G.L. sec. 2248; S.C.,
G.S. sec. 2026; Ala., Code secs. 2670-1; MTiss., cide secs.
1145-6 Citations two and three con next page.
In hew ]lamrshire, the law on affinity is the same as in
Connecticut; while in Georgia and Kentucjy it is the same as
in the fifteen states cited under thre, . In all those st
states except Connecticut and Texas a man mau not marry his
son's widow, nor a woman her daughter's husband; nor inverse-
ly, a woman her husband's father, or a man his mother in-law.
This provision is extended so as to include grand-parents and
grand-children in most of .he states.
(c). In two states, a man cannot marry the daufght,,r, or a woman
the son, of a brother's or sister's child(l)
(d). In seven states, marriages between first cousins are
prohibited(2). Three of those states, Ohio, Indiana, and
Nevada holdint- all marriages between persons nearer of kin
than second cousin invalid.
(e). Marriages, in l'our more states, cannot be contracted by
parties nearer related than f'irst cousins(3).
(2) Conn. ,.L. Title 14, chap. 1
(3). Mass., 14e., Vt., R.T. ; N.J., Penn., Mich., To., Md., 7a.,
W. Va., Tenn., S.C., Ala., references to statutes of differ-
ent states found cited in (1) Also Ky., G.S. chap. 52 art.1
sec. I Del. R.C. chap. 74, secl; Tex., P.C. sec.1 330-1 and
Ga. Code sec. 4533.
(1). Del. R.C. chap. 74 sec. 1; Ky., G.S. chap.52, art. I
sec.l.
(2). N.H., G. chap. 180; secs. I6,2; 0., P.S. sec. 6384;
Ind. R.S. 1881 sec. 5334; Kan. C.L. 1879 chap. 61 sec. 2;
Ill., Code 1887 p. 225; Nev., C.L. sec. 196; Ark., code
see. 4592
(3). Wis., R.S. sec. 2330; Minn., G S. chap.61 sec.3; 11C.
Code 1883 Secs.1810 -l; Ore., 111.L. chap. 34 sec. 9.
( f). Georgia and Florida forbid all marriages within the Le-
vitical degrees(l).
(C). On the next requisite it is not necessary to speak at
any great length, for the parties must, of course, have phy-
sical capacity to consummate marriare in order to have it
valid. In Yentucky, where the contracing parties are phy-
sically incapable, the marriage will be held to be void.
In New York, Vermont, and California, physical incapacity
renders marriage voidable, and in the other states, it forms
grounds for what is termed a divorce(l). Many of these
states however, require that the action be brought within a
certain period of time after marriage(2). In some states
actions may be brought by either party, while in others, the
right of action is confined to the innocent party.
(D). To be valid, a marriage contract must be made between
parties both of whom have sufficient mental capacity to give
an intelligent consent.
(1). Ga., Code, sec. 45,33; Fla. S. Dig. 188 chap. 59, sec8
(1). Stimson A.S.L. sec. 6203;
Stimson A.S.L. sec. 6156.
' S
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(a). Whenever the 1 arties arc mentally incapable, the stat-
utes of nine states hold the marriapes void(l) In the
other states they appear to be voidable(2).
(F). A marriage, to be valid, must not bc contracted while
either party has a former wife or husband living, and not
duly divorced accordinfr to the State law (3). Or where either
party has been divorced for his or her adultery, and is for-
bidden to marry a,-ain by the law of the state where the
marriar-e is solemnized. An exception however, seems to made
to this rule in two or three states where the other party to
the prior marriage has been absent and unheard of for a riven
length of time(4). In other states, such absence renders
the second marriage voidable from the time that the other
party to the former marriage is discovered to be living(5).
(1). Ile. P.S. chap. 59, sec. 2; Ind. R.S. 1881 sec. 5325;
Ill. code, chap. 89 sec. 2; Wis. ?Teb. Comp. Laws chap. 52,
sec. 5; P.I. Pub. I. chap. 163, sec. 5 ; Ky. G.L. chap.52,
art.1 sec.2; S.C., r.S. 1882, sec. 2026; Ca. code, 1882
sec. 1899.
(2). Citation found in Stimson's A.S.L. sect. 6112 sub. (D)
and 6113 sub.(C)
(3). Ky. 2 S.W. 549 and 12 N.F. 737, Yeely vs. Keenly, 2 Y/
207. ITiffner vs. Hiffner 23 Penn. qt. 14.
(4). La. R. Civ. C. sec. 8n. 1nbanks vs. Banks 34 0a. 4,7
(5). Absence for five years renders the second marriAt7e valid
until voided. N.Y., R.S. pt. 2 chap. 8 Tit. 1 sec. 6. Tenn.
IA. and V's code sec. 3293. Ark. M's DiF of sec 4597. Cal.
Code sec. 61; M'inn. G.S. chap. 62 sec. 1.
So in "'est Virginia, if absent seven years(l)
permit one party to malry-, if the other party has been absent
seven years, without being liable to biamy (7-) Alabama has
also adorted the same rule where one party is absent five
years(3). Tn "lississippi, the rule holds if one party is
absent three years(4). Several states make the offspring of
a marriage contracted in good faith, the legitimate children
of the party not previously married(i). Tn a number of
states, absence for a term of years is a rround for divorce.
After a divorce has been obtained either party can contract
a valid marriage(6). So much for the effect of an attempted
marriage where one or both the parties are bound by a previous
marriage tie, or forbidden by the law of the state to marry
again. le will refer to this subject arain when we come to
speak of the principal points uicn which the marriage laws
of the several states come into conflict.
(1). "r. Va. Lans. 188 art. 45 sec. 2.
(2). Maine, Nid., R. code art. 72, sec. 102; Mo., R.S. 1879
sec. 1554; S.C., ,.S. 1882, sec. 2n29
(3). Ala. code 1878 sec 4186.
(sec. 595.
(6. Citations to these states may be found in Stimp. A.S.TJ.
sge. 6116 subs. A and B. Also case in Ta. 2 So. Rip. 581.
(6). The laws of these states upon this subject will be found
cited in StimP. A.5.T. sec. 6204
Four states
(F). In many states the parties to a marriage must be of she
same race and color. Such provisions in the state laws prob-
ably do not conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment, for there
is no discrimination in favor of or arainst any race(l).
The provision, forbidding in marriafes thce intermixture of
color, is not confined to the southern states, and in some
states is held to extend to marriages between all parties
not of the same rac,' and color. t marriage between a negro
and a white will probably be valid in all states where noth-
ing is said in the statutes to the contrary. The same is
true with regard to marriages with Monrolians and Indians.
The laws of M, ichigan expressly hold such marriages valid(2).
Tn "'est Virginia they are all voidable.
The laws of thirteen states make marriages between a
white and a negro or mulatto, void(O). Six more states
make a marriage between a white and a person of African des-
cent void. Three of these six states also prohibit marri-
ages with Mongolians, and the other three with Indians.
(1). Cooley's Constitutional Tjaw p. 229.
(2). Tlich. Howell's statute art. 23 sec. 1
(3) / 3timp. A.S.L. 6112 sub. i ' and 605n.
(P,). A marriage must be solemnized in accordance with the la.7i
of the state where it is contracted. The provisions of the
different states vary greatly upon this point, and therefore
the discussion of them had best b- kept till we come to speak
of the solemnization of marriage. It would be well, how-
eve r, to mention in this connection, that such rrovisions are
generally mnerely directory.
Having riven first the pre-requisites which seem to con-
cern the parties, we will now mention the circumstances
which must attend the contract.
(H). "re now come to the last requisite to a valid marriage.
Since marriage is a contract, parties marryinfg must give their
free consent; it must not be induced by force or fraud.
If nothing is said in the statutes of any of the states, those
marriages will be held voidable at the suit of the innocent
party, if such party has no freely riven his or her consent
after the discovery of the fraud.
(a). In Michigan and Georgia, a marriare where the consent of
either party is obtained by force or fraud is null and void,
if the parties seperate and do not voluntarily cohabit after-
wards (1).
(1). Mich. F's A.S. sec. 6224; Ga. Code, 1882 secs.170 1-2
(b). Twelve more states make such marriar'es voidable(2).
V. (A). By their statutes, all the states have given certain
directions as to how marriares shall bc solemnized within
their jurisdiction, naming those persons who are permitted
to perform the ceremony, requirinfg them, in some cases, To
examine the parties as to their right to marry, forbidding
them in certain states to join any persons in marriage who
have not first obtained a licenso, or published certain banns
or notices of intention to marry.
In some states the clerk or magistrates are not allowed
to issue licenses to rarties forbidden by the law of the state
to marry. Tt is imrossible to tellwhether the provisions
of these statutes are merely directory or mandatory, tnaking
th" marriage void or voidable, if not complied with. The
most of them, however, are probably, directory, and if not
followed, they only render the parties that violate them
liable to a fine or Irenalty; or, at the most, guilty of a
misdemeanor.
(2). Vt. P.T,. 1880 sec. 2.357 ana 42 Vt. 720; T.Y. Civ. Code
sec. 1750; "Tis. R.S. sec. 2350; Minn. G.S. E.62 sec. 4;
Neb. C.L. chap. 25, sec. 2; Vy. (.. chap. 52 artl, sec 5;
Ark. 7.S. sec. 4174 ; Cal. Cod. nre. '.L.C. ,34 sec.
Nev. C.T,. sec. 212; S.C., G.S. 1882, see. 2028. TLa. 17's
P. L. 1884 sec. 110.
(a). Tn the ten states mentioned in ITT A. (d) (4) the pro-
visions of the statutes ar" mandatory, and an attempted mar-
riare not contracted in th.e presence of an authorized person
or society, is void.
(b). The same is probably true of Vermont and New Jersey(l).
In the other states such marriages are probably valid.
(B). The next question to discuss under this head is who mays
solemnize a marriage. Among those mentioned by the stat-
utes of the several states are: judges, chancellors, mayors,
aldermen, recordeirs, justices of th" peace, notaries, county
supervisors, ministers, priests, etc. also certain religious
societies (a). The rublic officers named here are or,
course known or ascertainable parties, and their authority is
a matter of public knowledge. '11t who is a minister of the
Gospel? 'hat are religious societies? "Ihat is good and
regular standing?
Some states require- that before i minister be allowed to
perform the ceremony, that he be ordained according to the
usage of his denomination, or in others, licensed, while in
some he must reside in the state
'A. (a) (3).
(2). Citations to the statutes of the different states upon
this point will be found in Stimp. A.S.L. sec. 6130
Tn other states no such conditions are required. "'hile the
differ
laws of the several stat s as to how the marriage ceremony is
to be performed, and as to who may perform it, yet, s there
is no conflict of laws upon the subject, it would b- best
just to rive the section in Stimson in which citations to the
statutes of the several states may be found, and then say a
few words as to the evidence of marriage by public record(l).
(,). Pestraints upon marriage, both in this country and in
T"nc-land are considered as a:-ainst rublic policy; but certain
wholesome rYstrictions should exist requiring them to br_ re-
corded, "For it is a fact, amazing though it may be, that in
, some of our states not only does the law allow but practically
fosters the practice of entering upon a contract relulting in
a life-lon5 relation and causing new life with all its momen-
tous incidents to spring into being- of entering, we say, upon
this contract with less formality or care for the preservetion
of its evidence by way of public record than is absolutely
necessary for the general validity of a +transfer of a quar-
ter acre plot of groudn worth twenty five dollars; and even
where statutes are enacted to provide for or compel a general
registration of marriages, how often are the penalties inflic-
ted on those violating such laws totally inadequate to secure
their observance(2).
(1) Stimson A.S.I. secs. 6l30-2
Stimp. A.T.S. secs. 6140-4.
hilo! the statutes of many states require all marriages
to be recorde3, it is well knoin that few clergymen preserve
full records 0l the marriares which they solemnize. If w-
are ever fortunate ennugh to have a uniform marria-e law, it
is to be hoyed that it will contain some provision requiring
a record to be kept of ali marriages, P ivin in this record
the names of the parties, their ares and rsidences. Tf
either party is under age, it should state whether such part,,
has received the consent of those in legal charge of his or
her rerson. Such a penalty should be inflicted for the
violation of this provision as would be sure to secure its
eniorc ement.
Leaving this subject we will sreak in the next division
of when illigitimate children are made legitimate by the
future intermarriage oTf their parents.
VI. In what states are illigitimate children made legitimate
by the future marriage of their parents?
While recognizing the fact that this topic comes more
properly under "Parental Relation" still, w- do not think it
would be imrorer to mention it here, considei'ing the conflict
of state laws on the subject and its close connection with
marriage prorer. The common law rule holds that if a child
is born out of wedlock, the future intermarriage of its pa-
rents will not make it legitimate. The civil law rule is
just to oprosite of the above.
(a). In ten states, if the parents of an illigitimate child
subsequently intermarry, the child will be le-itiryiatc, >ut
for the purposes of inheritan :e, the father must acknowledge
the child to be his, in five of thosc states(l).
9b). Twenty one more sfates not only require the parents of
a child born out of wedlock, to intermarry, but the father mut
must acknowledge or re.ognize the child to be his child(2).
Three of these states also require that the mother acknowl-
edge the child.
(c). In five states, if the putative father was unmarried at
the time of the birth, he has a proce!s in court by which he
may legitimate the child(3).
(d). " All that is required in California or NTevada is th
that the father should publicly acknowledge the child as his
own, in order that the child be legitimate for all purposes.
quch child may be made 7he heir of a person who, in wriing
signed in the presence of a competent witness, acknowledged
himself to be the father. (5)
(1). Stimp. A.S.T. secs. 6631 sub. A. and 6631- sub. C.
(2). Stimp. A.S.I. sec. 6631 sub. P.
(3). Stimp. A.S.T,. sec. 6633.
(4). Stimp. A.S.L. sec. 6632 sub. A.
(5). ibid sub. B.
(e). States not cited in Stimpson, will probably be held to
follow strictly the common law rule, -aking children that are
once illigitimate, always illiritimate. "re will not speak
here of the conflict of 'he state laws upon this subject; but
will leave such discussion, -s has b, en done in previous cases
until we come to treat of the next and last division. In the
last division we will treat of the principal points upon
which the marriage laws of the several states come into con-
flict, and when the law of the place of contract is held to
gov ern.
VTII. Judge Story laid down the rule in section 11.3 of his
work on the Conflict of Taws, that the valitity of a marriage
is to be decided by the law of the place where it is celebra-
ted. If valid there, it is valid everywhere. If invalid
there, it is equally invalid everywhere. He makes three
exceptions to this rule which are, in fact, almost as impor-
tant as the rule. These exceptions are: incest, polygamy,
and those postively prohibited by the public laws of a coun-
try from motives of policy. Since his time, t *'o more ex-
ceptions have been added to the three riven by him.
The first exception applies to the first half of the
rule, and the second, to the latter half. First, Tn most
states, if parties forbidden by the law of their own states
to marry, go into another state and there contract a valid
marriae, intending at the time to return to their own stat'.,
and they do so return, the marriag-e will be held to be either
void or voidable in their own stat,, because2 contracted in
fraud of the State laws. Second, Tf' parties conti-act a
marriage in a foreign countrie in accordance with the law
of their domicile, such marriare will be held valid in the
country in which they have a domicile(l).
This rule given by Judgre StorT, has be:n followed in a
number of' the states. There are still, however, many incon-
sistencies in the laws of t);e different states upon this sub-
ject,%vkkof the cases in which these laws come into conflict.
Te will endeavor here to show this conflict by taking up, in
regular order the torics treated in the previous paf-es of this
thesis; when the law of the place of contract will govern and
when it will not.
(a). If a marriage is solemnized in acc-ordance with the law
of the place of contract, and it is in other respects, valid,
it will be held a good marriage in every state. But
suppose a citizen of one state contracts a marriage in another
(1). N.C., State vs. Patterson 38 A". Dec. 699; Phillips vs.
Greeg 36 AM. Dec. ; 33 Am. Dec. 164.
state, in accorclance with the laws of his own state; it will
certainly not be valid in the foreign state,,: will it be valid
in hiS own state? The cour-t' of New York and 7oth 'ar-
olina have decided that such marr'iages will be held valid in
the state in which the Tarties have their domiciles(l).
7)robably, a number, of other states hold the same way.
(b). It has been observed that the laws fixing the ago of
matrimonial capacity vary greatly in thre different states, so
that no one state is called upon to enforce the limitation
in this respect, of the other states, when they conflict with
its own.
Ii two rarties, one or both of whom are under age, and
are forbidden to marry in their own state, r'o into another
state where they are not forbidden to marry, and there con-
tract a valid marriage, such marriage will be held to be
valid everywhere. Massachusetts, Maine, and "rest Virginia
however, make such marriages voidable, if, with the intention
of returning, the parties ro out of the state in order to
evade the marriage laws.
(c). In these last two cases, although there were Freat dif-
ferences between the laws of the several states, yet, there
were but few places where those laws came in conflict. On
(1). Hynes vs. McDermott, 82 N.Y. 41;37.C. State vs. Patterson,
38 Am. Dec. 699.
the, subject of consanguinity, there is a rreat conflict.
Judge story made this one of the ,xceIrtions to the rule that
the "lex loci contractus" was to govern.
T1y their statutes, six states have provided that if a
marria-e is valid in the state where it is contracted, it
would not be impeached in those states, simply because the
parties were too closely related to marry in any one of those
states(l). In Massachusetts, however, if the parties Fo
out of the state for the purpose of evadinp its laws, such
marriage will be held to be voidable. Other states hold
these marriages valid on the ground that a marriage which is
valid in the place of its contraction is valid everywhere.
They have, bowever, no exrress provision in their statutes on
the subject. On the whole, it is the policy of this country
to favor and encourage marriage; and unless there are express
statutory provisions or adjudicated cases to the contrary,
no state will recognize restrictions on matrimony, based on
lateral consanguinity; beyond the first derree.
(1). i. H., G.,. (1878) Art. 182, sec.l; Mass. P.S. 182 Art.
145 sec. 7; lich. 11's A. S. sec. 62 .5; jis. R.S. sec. 2349;
Minn. G.S. art. 61, sec. 3; Ore. Civ. Code, sec. 480.
Therefore, in a number of the states, if the parties could
have married in their own state, and they marry in another-
state in accordance with the laws of their- state, such a mar-
riage will still be valid in the state in which they have
their domicile, although invalid in the state where the mar-
riare was performed on account of the parties being too near-
1v related.
(d). 11ron the subject of mental and rhysical capacity, there
is so little conflict of the state laws, that we will not
sreak of them here. It is only well to say here that a
degree of lunacy is impeachable and that a state is not bound
to refuse to allow a person to marry in its territory, simply
because that person has be-n decreed a lunatic by a court of
another state.
(e). A marriage to be valid must not be contracted while
either party has a former wife or husband living and not duly
divorced. Some states add the case where either party has
been divorced for his or her adultery.
It is the general policy of all the states of this coun-
try to hold that a second marriage, the first remaining un-
dissglve , is void, and will be so tr-eated no matter where
contracted. A question that is constantly arising, however,
is: when is a marriage considered to be dissolved? The
general rule is that a state will not hold a divorce by a
foreign state as valid when neither of the parties to the
marriage was distinctively subject to its law. To make the
second mar'iage valid when the former wife is still living,
the divorce must be internationally valid.
Tt has been decided that where a woman, a citizen of
Connecticut, sued in the courts of' 11'rw York for an absolute
divorce and obtained it, that she could marry again in Penn-
sylvania in the absence of any restrictive provision in th"
statutes of those two states(l). New Iramrslire holds
all divorces valid if they wvere regrularly obtained in the ,
state where given. A case has been decided in o1ew Jersey
which holds that where husband and wife resided in 'eTw Jersey
and the wife left her husband and w' nt to Michigan and there
obtained a divorce without regular service of process upon
her husband in Mew Jersey, that such divorce would not hold
as against the husband and that when she married again she
was guilty of adultery according to the law of her husband's
state(2). The next place in the connection in which the
laws of the state come into conflict, is where the husband or
(1). 15 N.Y. State Rep. 416. citinr 86 86 N.Y. 18; 91 7T.Y.
602; 92 IT.Y. 521 122 Mass. 3 42 Penn. St 198.
(2). 7 A. Rep. 669.
wife has been divorced for his or her adulter' and the law,1 of
the place whece such divorce is given forbids the remaining
of the fguilty party to go out of the state and contract a
marriage which will be held valid in +he state. The 4ass.
courts once held that such a marriae would be valid in that
state even if the parties went out of the state to avoid the
provisions of the "lass, statutes forbidding the marriage of
the guilty party. This rule, however, has since been chan-
ged by statute.
A number 'of the states follow the old .!ass. rule, N,w
York taking the lead(l) The grounds on which these dis-
cussions rest arefirst, that a prohibition of re-rmarriage is
simply penal; second, that a final statute has no force beyons
the jurisdiction of the state enacting it; third, that the cas
case did not fall within any exception to the general princi-
pal that a marriage valid where contracted is valid anywhere.
(1). Roberts vs. Ogdensburt and Lake ,hamrlain P.R. Co.
34 Hun. 324; Clark vs. Clark, 10 N.H. 385; 7merson vs. Shaw,
56 11.11. 420; Van Voorhis vs. Printnall, 86 IT.Y. 18; "oore
vs. Ireqeman 92 N.Y., 321 1 Y,3rg. 110 Tenn. Rep.; Thorr vs.
Thorp 90 N.Y. 60 ,.
(f). The next point upon which there is a conflict of state
laws is that of marriare between rarties not of the same race
and color. Provisions in torne states upon this subject, ar-
held to be matters of state policy, and if a marriage is con-
tracted in another state by parties intending to return to the
state which prohibits their marriage. Such a marriage will
be held to be either void or voidable in tha- state(l).
In the other states, a marriage between parties of a
different race and color, if valid where contracted, it is
valid everywhere.
(g). As was said in a former rlac, in this thesis, there is
a great conflict as to when illiritimate children ar, made
legitimate by the future intermarriage of their parnts.
The civil law rule makes the children leritimate upon the
future intermarriage of their parents, while the common law
rule holds that they will not he made legitimate by such
marriage. The civil law rule, making the children legitimate
upon the future marriage of their marriare of their parencs
and the common law rule which holds that such marriage will
not make them legitimate, are repeatedly coming in conflict,
and it is often difficult to tell which will govern.
(1) These states which make such attempted evasion invalid
are Miss. Code 1880 sec. 1147; Ga. Code 1882 sec. 1710;
Va. and 'r. Va.
"ln America, the question as to which shall ,yrevail in
cases of conflictis as MJr. rharton mildly ,uts it still um-
settled. Shall the status of the child in either of the
four or five oases which may rossibly arise d,'r end upon I, ,
The law of the place of birth, II, of the father's domicileat
the ti,-e of birth, (III) of the place where the marriage is
solenmiized or legitimizing act performed, (IV) the father's
domicil at the time of such act, (V) the law of the situs o±
real property to bc inherited, or (VI) must the law of some
two of the places above mentioned coincide to confer legiti-
macy? The few American decisions seem so conflicting in
their character, that little save weariness" and disgust res-
ults from any attempt to reconcile and classify them.
Supposing the domicil of the father and mother to be in the
state at the time of birth, we may conceive three cases in
which a conflict will arise between the provisions of the two
rules under discussion. (I). The birth and subsequent
marriage may take place in the state where the civil law rule
prevails; will the status of legitimacy thus conferred be rec-
ognized abroad? (II). The birth may occur and the marri-
age be contracted in a state wherein the common law rule
controlA,,. (III). The birth and marriage may take place in
different states wherein different rules prevail. "hat
shall be the status of such children in these states?
'To American decisions relating to this point is referred to
by Chief Just.ice Gray of Nass. In Ross v. Ross wherin th
learned Justice reviews all the autho!'ities in a most exhausti-
ve and scholarly manner. (1) The court,however, seems
obiter' to favor the doctrine of i. Continental jurists, and one
mirht arree with Mr. potter in sayinr that "it cannot be dou-
bted that if a mother and father should move from this state
(New York), to a sister state and beco-e citizens of that
state end enter into a lawful marria.-e contract there for the
express purpose of le-itimating a child already born, the
status of legitimacy thus conferred would render it legitimatre
in any state of the ITnion under the provisions of the Consti-
tut ion."
In what has been said heretofore, it has been our desire
to give a brief view of the statutes which regulate the mar-
riage relation in the several states, and to show their points
of conflict. We will now pass to the consideration of the
remedy.
(1). Poss vs. Poss, 129 Mass. 243.
R 7 M E D Y.
The subject of marria-e is so intimately connect 2d with
the subject of divorce that it is almost impossible to speak
of the remedy for one without, at the sam, time, suggesting,
a remedy for the oth,,r. "re will try, however, not to in-
fringe upon the latter, subject, but will confine ourselves to
the discussion of a remedy to obviate the inconveniences
which arise from the conflict of so many different systems
of marriage laws. Anyone who has examined the marriage laws
of the several states must know that there exist points of
conflict, and diversities which are not only uncalled for and
unreasonable, but in many cases, Troductive of evils of no
inconsiderable magnitude.
It is also well known that in many states where there
has been a divorce a mensa et thoro, or where the husband or
wife, has been divorced for his or her adultery, that there
exists that uncertain and indefinite state of a husband with-
out a wife or a wife without a husband. The Court of Ap-
peals of the State of Tle-, York in the case of People vs.
Raker(l) has added to those two classes a third: that a sim-
ilar relation may also exist between parties one of whom has
obtained an ex parte divorce in a state not having Jurisdic-
tion over the other. These provisions together with any
(1). 76 N.Y. 78.
others that impose unreasonable restraints upnn marriage, are
against the inter,-sts of morality and orTosed to the general
policy of the country,
and we trust that sometime in thre near future N,,, shall have
A
a uniform marriage law in which such restraints will not
exist. Such a law would be a great benefit to th7 country
for it would not only do away with the evils that result from
the present conflict of the marriage laws of the thiry eight
different states, but it would fix some reasonable age of
consent, such as, for instance, the one adopted in New York,
and it would abolish any useless restrictions like affinity,
or marriages between relatives not nearer connected than first
cousins. If such a general law should be passed, it would
probably contain a provision requiring an authentic register
to be kept of all marriares, and it would also very likely
rrovide for the legitimation of children born out of wedlock.
These two provisions in themselves, would be of inestimable
benefit.
Although numerous plans to provide for some uniform
marriare law, have from time to time been sifgrested, the one
that seems the most feasible and practical is to have the
Constitution amended, and then to have Congress pass a uni-
form marriage law. Leaving cases that arise under this
act to be adjudicated by the United States Courts, we would
thus avoid the confusion necessarily arising from the differ-
ent state laws. This law would have the advantage of uni-
formity, and although tending towards c-ntralization, it
would probably in the end be a rreat benefit to the country.
